
Artist Title Label Format Format details/ Reason behind release Genre RRP Price

A Place To Bury Strangers Hologram - Destroyed & Reassembled (Remix Album)Dedstrange LP Hologram: Destroyed & Reassembled is an LP of Remixes of A Place To Bury Strangers upcoming EP Hologram featuring an awesome group of bands including Girl Band, Penelope Isles, Do Nothing, Bodega, Weeping Icon, Ganser, Ceremony East Coast, plus bands from our label including Randy Randall (No Age), Data Animal, Jealous, Plattenbau & more,  plus two of our favorite remixers Cereal Spiller & The Body Obtained.  1000 LPs in White vinyl.Rock £24

Aerosmith 1971 - The Road Starts HearUMC 1 LP Boston 1971: An historic early recording of Aerosmith in their rehearsal room - just the band, crew and friends captured on Joe Perry's tape recorder. This never-before-heard performance showcases the early, raw talent of this future Hall Of Fame band, one year before signing to Columbia Records, and two years before their eponymous debut, which featured many of these songs, including their enduring anthem ”Dream On”.Rock TBC

All Them Witches LIVE ON THE INTERNET New West Records 3xLP All Them Witches are known for their loud and lengthy live shows. 2020 found the band releasing their critically acclaimed album, Nothing As The Ideal. An album release from this band would traditionally be followed by a lengthy 18-month tour across the globe. Due to an international pandemic, the band’s touring plans were brought to a halt. This did not stop All Them Witches from assembling in a studio to broadcast a live set for their fans. The set was roundly received as an amazing performance and fans immediately inquired as to whether or not this show would be available on vinyl. New West Records is proud to present All Them Witches - LIVE ON THE INTERNET. This 16-song set will be pressed on 5 variations of color vinyl and packaged in a widespine jacket. Each package will be foil stamped and numbered. This pressing is limited to 6,000 copies worldwide.Rock £37

Angelo Badalamenti Blue Velvet - Original Motion Picture Soundtrack (Deluxe Edition)Craft Recordings LP Angelo Badalamenti’s haunting original score inspired by Shostakovich’s 15th Symphony eerily accentuates the noir mood of David Lynch’s 1986 thriller Blue Velvet and is juxtaposed with trashy Hammond-led boogie and overblown baroque pop from Roy Orbison and Ketty Lester.Soundtrack TBC

Belle and Sebastian If You're Feeling Sinister (25th Anniversary Edition)Jeepster LP If You're Feeling Sinister  25th Anniversary edition, pressed on coloured vinyl for the first time. Red Vinyl Indie TBC

Ben Watt Storm Shelter Virgin / Unmade Road12" Special limited edition vinyl exclusively released for Black Friday Folk £18

Ben Watt Storm Shelter Virgin / Unmade RoadCD Special limited edition vinyl exclusively released for Black Friday Folk £12

Big Brother & The Holding Company Combination of the Two: Live at the Monterey International Pop FestivalThe Monterey International Pop Festival FoundationLP Big Brother performed at The Monterey Pop Festival on both Saturday June 17 and Sunday June 18, 1967. Both sets are included on this vinyl LP. High-gloss tip-on jackets, full-color inner sleeve, psychedelic color vinyl. Rock £21

Bill Evans You Must Believe In SpringCraft Recordings LP  40th-anniversary reissue of Bill Evans’ seventeenth studio album featuring bassist Eddie Gómez and drummer Eliot Zigmund, released after Evan’s death in 1980. ALL-ANALOG mastering cut at 45RPM from the original tapes and pressed on 180-gram vinyl at RTI.Jazz TBC

Blackberry Smoke STONED 3 Legged /Thirty TigersLP 1979 Live direct to disc, Translucent Orange with Black Swirl - Rollingstones Covers Rock £24

Bobby Rush Chicken Heads 50th AnniversaryDeep Rush Records/Thirty Tigers12" Single Bobby Rush’s biggest hit, Chicken Heads, is celebrating it’s 50th year anniversary in 2021. In recognition of this milestone, Bobby has tasked Gov’t Mule, Christone "Kingfish" Ingram and Buddy Guy to record reimagined versions of the track in their own unique styles. This release will include those 3 versions of the song, plus a brand new recording of the track from Bobby Rush that’s inspired by over 50 years of performing the song live in front of audiences around the globe. 12" 45 rpmBlues £19

Boo Radleys, The A Full Syringe and Memories of YouBoostr 12" EP Critically-adored sonic explorers, The Boo Radleys will return with their first new music in over two decades, releasing the dark beauty of A Full Syringe And Memories Of YouIndie TBC

Carole King In Concert, Live at the BBC, 1971Sony CMG LP  Carole King, Carole King In Concert - Live At The BBC 1971 (12” Vinyl)Recorded Live for the BBC In Concert Series in 1971, Carole King performs hits from the seminal album, Tapestry. Backed by members of Jo Mama who were featured on Carole’s album Tapestry and included her longtime friend and collaborator Danny “Kootch” Kortchmar on guitar. In Concert series was produced by Stanley Dorfman. The setlist includes her songs, “I Feel the Earth Move”, “(You Make Me Feel) Like A Natural Woman”, “So Far Away” (ft. James Taylor), “It's Too Late”, “Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow” and “Up on the Roof.” Never before released on vinyl.Blues £23

Chick Corea & Lionel Hampton Live at Midem (Remastered)Reel Music LP Tribute to the late Chick Corea, this Who’s Who in Jazz release sees its first vinyl press in four decades. An exciting concert recording featuring two of the jazz greats, Corea and Hamp, live from MIDEM Jazz Gala in Cannes, France. jazz £22

Cranes EP Collection Volumes 1 & 2 (Coloured Vinyl)Music On Vinyl 3x LP  Cranes formed in 1985 in Portsmouth, England by siblings Alison and Jim Shaw. They were named after the many mechanical cranes around the city's docks. Cranes are best known for the high-pitched vocals of lead singer Alison. EP Collection, Volumes 1 & 2 is a triple disc set that features the majority of the Cranes' EP releases, which were among the group's best works. Cranes rarely sounded as effective or as eerie as they did on these EPs. This set features 28 songs total; an extensive selection of their biggest successes such as “Jewel”, "Paris and Rome (Flood Mix)","Beach Mover", ”Adrift”, "Inescapable", "Lilies (Flood Mix)" and many more. This collection is available on vinyl for the first time.  3LP, Silver & Blue Vinyl, NumberedRock £34

Crobot Rat Child Mascot Flourescent Green Vinyl 12" One sided Etched DiscStriking a delicate balance between hard-charging riffs, ass-shaking funk, and out-of-this-world reflective stage attire, Crobot are a rock band for the every day man. The band's follow up to Motherbrain, their most successful album to date, with a 4-song EP, three collaborated with Frank Bello of Anthrax, Howard Jones, and Stix Zadina of Steel Panther. All 4 songs are on side A of the green vinyl. Limited to 4000 copies worldwide, the B-side has an etching, and a poster is included. The cover, etching and poster are all designed by Crobot guitarist Chris Bishop.Rock £24

Crosby & Nash Wind on the Water (Remastered)Reel Music 1LP Released in 1975 “Wind on the Water” is the second studio album by duo Crosby & Nash. A classic soft-rock record full of warm and pensive songs, complex harmonies and great musicianship. The sessions here feature big names including James Taylor and Carole King. A must-have record for any fan of the Crosby, Still Nash & Young supergroup. rock £22

Dave Davies Kinked Green Amp 
Records / Red 
River 

LP Kinked is a compilation of Dave Davies' work from the late '90s and early 2000s. A lot of this disc features selections from 
the 1998 collection Unfinished Business: Dave Davies Kronikles 1963-1998, which itself contained a bunch of re-
recordings from the late '90s of classic Kinks tunes. That accounts for a little under half of this 15-track collection; the rest 

Rock £24



Dire Straits Encores UMC 12" EP A limited edition reissue of the Dire Straits 1993 live EP Encores, remastered and pressed on pink vinyl with the inclusion 
of an exclusive 12” print to match the cover, with an embossed logo. 
 • 12” EP, remastered and pressed on 180gsm transparent pink vinyl

Rock £20

Dusty Springfield The Complete Atlantic Singles 1968-1971 Real Gone Music 2xLP In 1968, Dusty Springfield was already an international superstar with 15 hits under her belt for the Philips label when she decided it was time for a change. What followed was one of the most legendary and momentous label moves in pop music history: Dusty decamped to Atlantic Records, where, under the tutelage of Jerry Wexler, Tom Dowd, and Arif Mardin, she recorded one of the greatest albums of all time, Dusty in Memphis, and scored such indelible hits as “Son-of-a Preacher Man” and “The Windmills of Your Mind” before moving on to Philly soul (“A Brand New Me). We at Real Gone Music have closely examined this crucial period in Dusty’s career over the years, with three previous releases. But there remains one facet of her Atlantic period which has remained largely untouched: her singles. The Complete Atlantic Singles 1968-1971 presents the A and B-sides of all dozen singles she recorded for the label in their original mono single mixes, on vinyl for the first time in over 50 years (most of these single mixesSoul £45

Émoi Willy's Wonderland 
(Original Motion Picture 
Soundtrack) - Color 2LP

Filmtrax LP Score to the much-buzzed-about film starring Nicolas Cage. Composer Émoi's eerie, capitvating, first full-length feature 
film score.
 

Soundtrack £22

Evanescence Evanescence Craft Recordings LP 10th Anniversary edition Rock £26

Fleetwood Mac The Alternate Live Rhino 2xLP 14 song LP pulled from the Fleetwood Mac Super Deluxe, including a further seven songs from the Tusk Tour, 4 from the Rumours Tour (1977) and 3 from the Mirage Tour (1982). First time on vinyl LP 180GRock £42

Ghostpoet Dark Days + Canapes Play It Again Sam LP CLEAR vinyl – out of print for a couple of years ALTERNATIVE £24

Grateful Dead Fillmore West, San Francisco, CA 3/1/1969RBDO 2171 / Rhino3xLP 3-LP on 180-gram vinyl, housed in a two-piece box. Limited-Edition of 9,000 (WW). Liner Notes By Jesse Jarnow & Michael Parrish. Audio timing and speed correction by Plangent Processes and newly mastered by Jeffrey Norman. Available for the first time on Vinyl. Not available in other official physical or digital formats. Produced for release by David Lemieux. “Many years ago, in the tape trading era, there were certain years in the Grateful Dead's history for which tapes were quite rare; thankfully, the tapes from the rarer years that we DID have in our collections tended to be some of the best of that particular year. And from the 1969, the tape that we listened to more than any other was 3/1/69. It is an exceptionally well-played show, and is a microcosmic representation of the Grateful Dead's three albums from 1968-1969, played chronologically. Opening with Anthem Of The Sun's That's It For The Other One and the penultimate live performance of New Potato Caboose, the show then proceeds with four straight sRock £84

Grouch, The Show You The World The Grouch Music 2xLP Originally released in 2008 following the birth of his daughter, Show You The World takes Living Legends MC, The Grouch, on a new path of growth and maturation as he navigates his new world of fatherhood and the new perspectives it brings. With topics ranging from his experience as a new father, partner, and son to drug addiciton in the family, as well as his own personal struggles and triumphs, The Grouch succeeds in showing us his world. At 16 tracks, the album features appearances from Murs, Bicasso, Scarub, Mike Marshall, Raphael Saadiq, Abstract Rude, Marty James, & One Block Radius, and is best known for the hit singles, "Artsy," "The Bay To LA," &"Breath."Hip-hop £20

Hall & Oates The Philly Tapes Reel Music LP Recorded in the throes of their Philadelphia folk-rock phase during the late sixties, this record is a collection of rare early recordings by Daryl Hall & John Oates before their signing to Atlantic Records. pop £22

Jacka, The Tear Gas The Artist Records 2xLP Hip-hop £20

Jackson Conti Sujinho Madlib Invazion 2xLP Madlib Invazion reissues Madlib’s collaboration with legendary Brazilian drummer Ivan “Mamao” Conti, propellant for lauded jazz fusion archetypes Azymuth. 5000 pressed for worldwide. Debuts on Black Friday. First released in 2008 on CD by the US based Mochilla imprint with vinyl being issued only in Europe on the Kindered Sprits label. Both formats are out of print with vinyl unavailble since its initial run. Alternate cover artwork, photography by B+. When Madlib went to Brazil in 2002 with Mochilla to participate in the production of Brasilintime his one mission was to meet Ivan “Mamao” Conti the drummer of the legendary trio Azymuth. Madlib had made an Azymuth tribute record he wanted to play for him. On a rainy night in Rio Mamao and Madlib went in the studio. Several hours later the rhythm tracks that make up Sujinho were laid and the process began. Featuring the music of Madlib, Mamao, Edu Lobo, Chico Buarque de Hollanda, Luiz Eca, Baden Powell, Vinicius De Moraes, Marcos Valle, Joao Donato, Dom Um RomaHip-hop £35

Jan Akkerman 75 Music On Vinyl 2xLP    • 180 gram audiophile vinyl  • Gatefold sleeve • Exclusive compilation celebrating The Legend's 75th birthday • Extensive liner notes by Wouter Bessels Rock £33

Jason Isbell And The 400 Unit Georgia Blue Southeastern/Thirty Tigers2xLP Record promised by Jason to the State of Georgia if they kept Trump out in the Presidential election - Translucent blue double vinylRock £25

Jay Wheeler La Curiosidad - Single Linked Music / EMPIRE12" With over 1B streams since release and still clocking over 1M new daily streams per day, La Curiosidad is the scorching single from puerto Rican superstar, Jay Wheeler. To celebrate the enormous milestones this record continues to break, Jay Wheeler releases his first ever physical release, the 12" La Curiosidad - Single, featuring the original hit single, an instrumental, an acapella, and both the Red & Blue remix versions of the track. For fans of Jay Wheeler, this is a must-have to help commemorate the spectacular accomplishment. World £13

Jim Carroll Band, The Catholic Boy (Deluxe) Fat Possum RecordsLP Double LP, remastered Catholic Boy and the unreleased Bolinas Demos - the first recordings from The Jim Carroll Band Rock £23

Jimi Hendrix Experience, The Paris 1967 Sony CMG LP  The Jimi Hendrix Experience, Paris 67 (12” Blue and Red Mix Colored Vinyl) Another amazing release from the official Jimi Hendrix ‘bootleg label’ Dagger Records, this raw, direct to two-track, live recording from the Olympia Theatre in Paris was captured for French national radio and documents the Experience’s triumphant return to France almost one year to the date of their 1966 debut. Recorded on October 9, 1967, The Experience were in top form, roaring out of the gate with “Stone Free,” and following with vibrant renditions of “Hey Joe,” “Fire,” “The Wind Cries Mary” and “Catfish Blues.” “Rock Me Baby” and a compact “Red House” prefaced a grinding, muscular take of “Purple Haze,” followed by “Wild Thing,” replete with a rousing, tongue in cheek lead vocal that emphatically closed the show.Rock £23

Joe Strummer Johnny Appleseed Dark Horse Records12" EP To celebrate the 20th Anniversary of Joe Strummer’s groundbreaking Global A Go-Go album Dark Horse Records will release a 12” Color reissue of the original Joe Strummer & The Mescaleros 7” single ‘Johnny Appleseed’. Both included tracks are remastered by Paul Hicks and will be cut at 45rpm on 12" vinyl for maximum audio quality.Punk £17

John Carpenter Ghost of Mars Craft Recordings LP  John Carpenter recruited an unbelievable cast of musicians to play with him on his Sci-fi Horror film starring Ice Cube and Natasha Henstridge. Steve Vai, most of Anthrax, (including Scott Ian), Elliot Eason of The Cars, Buckethead and Robin Finck of NIN and Guns and Roses are among the featured players. This soundtrack is apocolyptic and an important mark in John Carpenter's unparalleled career as a Director/Composer. Released in conjunction with the film's 20th anniversary on colored vinylSoundtrack £21

John Hicks Trio Is That So? Tidal Waves Music 2xLP In the late 1980s, the renowned American jazz pianist, composer, and arranger John Hicks formed one of the most influential ensembles consisting out of musicians that had played music at the highest level all their lives and gained their status as both stand-alone artists and important sidemen. Each of them had participated in many of jazz's great moments and all shared the ability, documented on many albums, to inspire their fellow musicians to even greater heights. The ‘John Hicks Trio’ had several line-up changes over the years that included greats such as Clifford Barbaro (Strata East, Blue Note, Sun Ra Arkestra, Charles Tolliver), Clint Houston (Prestige, Nina Simone, Roy Ayers, Azar Lawrence), Curtis Lundy (Pharoah Sanders, Frank Morgan, Cole Porter), Marcus McLaurine (Muse, Verve, Weldon Irvine, Kool & The Gang) and Victor Lewis (Steve Grossman, Stan Getz, Charles Mingus, Cedar Walton, Chet Baker).Jazz TBC

John Powell How To Train Your Dragon - Original Motion Picture SoundtrackCraft Recordings LP More than 10 year since the film's release, this soundtrack continues to be one of the most popular in entire Varese catalog. While a truncated 11 track LP was released for Record Store Day in 2016, (and sold out), and a picture disc of the same was released a few years later, the entire 72 minute soundtrack as presented on all other formats back in 2010 has never been available on vinyl. This 25 track album is expanded to 2 LP's and housed in a gatefold jacket. The records are pressed with a green based multi-color splatter (image attached).Soundtrack TBC

Kali Uchis Sin Miedo (del Amor y Otros Demonios) EMI LP 12 inch vinyl with standard jacket, printed sleeve, one clear LP, 4 panel poster, RSD sticker. This is for the Black Friday RSD.R&B TBC

Lana Del Rey Chemtrails Over The Country ClubPolydor LP Exclusive alt artwork & blue coloured vinyl Pop £42

Leonard Cohen Songs Of Love & Hate Sony CMG LP  Leonard Cohen, Songs Of Love and Hate (50th Anniversary) (12" Opaque White Colored Vinyl)50th anniversary edition on 180g opaque white vinyl, with updated / re-typeset embossed packaging that includes a brand new 8 page 12x12 lyric booklet. The audio has been sourced from the original analogue tapes via a new direct digital transfer. NOTE: Track list on back of LP jacket is a sticker that comes off when the cellophane is removed so that the jacket replicates the original package without tracklist.Blues £26



Little Feat Electrif Lycanthrope: Live at Ultra-Sonic Studios, 1974Rhino / WB 2LP Nestled between the classic LP releases Dixie Chicken and Feats Don’t Fail Me Now and playing for a small and intimate assembled studio audience, this recording finds Little Feat in their prime live from Ultrasonic Studios in Hempstead, NY on September 9, 1974. Often discussed as their ‘best’ line up, this recording features the 1974 version of Little Feat containing Lowell George (Guitar, Vocals), Paul Barrere (Guitar, Vocals), Kenny Gradney (Bass), Richie Hayward (Drums,Vocals) Sam Clayton (Percussion, Vocals), and Bill Payne (Keyboards). With excerpts of this performance only available previously as a legendary 70’s bootleg, this would be the first time the full-length performance would be available directly from the original pre-FM broadcast master tapes. This Record Store Day release serves as an excellent introduction to one of rock ‘n’ roll’s best – yet criminally unsung – outfits. The recording captures the band cranking out songs from what are arguably two of their three best studio albums, at the piRock £31

Little Feat Electrif Lycanthrope: Live at Ultra-Sonic Studios, 1975Rhino / Warner 1CD Nestled between the classic LP releases Dixie Chicken and Feats Don’t Fail Me Now and playing for a small and intimate assembled studio audience, this recording finds Little Feat in their prime live from Ultrasonic Studios in Hempstead, NY on September 9, 1974. Often discussed as their ‘best’ line up, this recording features the 1974 version of Little Feat containing Lowell George (Guitar, Vocals), Paul Barrere (Guitar, Vocals), Kenny Gradney (Bass), Richie Hayward (Drums,Vocals) Sam Clayton (Percussion, Vocals), and Bill Payne (Keyboards). With excerpts of this performance only available previously as a legendary 70’s bootleg, this would be the first time the full-length performance would be available directly from the original pre-FM broadcast master tapes. This Record Store Day release serves as an excellent introduction to one of rock ‘n’ roll’s best – yet criminally unsung – outfits. The recording captures the band cranking out songs from what are arguably two of their three best studio albums, at the piRock £14

Lou Reed and Kris Kristofferson The Bottom Line Archive 
Series: In Their Own 
Words: With Vin Scelsa 

THE BOTTOM 
LINE RECORD 
COMPANY

3xLP Limited quantity 3LP set of Lou Reed and Kris Kristofferson's set from 1994 at the famed Bottom Line in NYC. 
 
 We bring you another historic, once-in-a-lifetime meeting taking place during the winter of ’94 on that venerable Bottom 

Rock £27

Louis Armstrong Original Grooves: A Gift To PopsVerve Records 12" LP Verve Label Group is proud to continue our vinyl series, Original Grooves, which will be made available exclusively for this Black Friday Record Store Day. Original Grooves showcases the vinyl cutting technique known as "parallel grooves”, where grooves are cut side-by-side instead of one after another, allowing for a different aural experience depending on where the needle is dropped. The third of this series comes from Louis Armstrong. Jazz TBC

Magma BBC 1974 Londres Music On Vinyl 2xLP    • 180 gram audiophile vinyl  • Gatefold sleeve • Magma recorded this session for the John Peel sessions in 1974 • Available on vinyl for the first timeRock £28

Matata Independence Tidal Waves Music LP Matata (which means “trouble” in Swahili) was an African funk band who took nightclubs by storm and jammed with some of the biggest giants in soul, jazz and Latin music. The band had its roots in the Congo although it formed in Kenya in the mid-sixties. Matata was based around the famous ‘Starlight Club’ in Nairobi. The group retained elements of traditional music by incorporating instruments such as the ‘ngoma’ (a large drum) and an eight stringed guitar-harp called the ‘nyatiti’…this brought something different to their style and made for a unique sound. Each of the songwriters sang lead in their native tongues and this meant they used vocals in three African languages (next to the songs sung in English). As the sixties drew to an end Matata (sometimes also known as ‘Air Fiesta Matata’) were regulars on Kenyan television and enjoyed a national following.Funk TBC

Maxwell Now Sony CMG LP  Maxwell, Now (12" Root Beer Brown Colored Vinyl)Now became Maxwell's first album to reach number one on the Billboard 200, selling over 296,000 units in the U.S. in the first week and was later certified platinum. The album delivered the undeniable grooves “Get To Know Ya”, “Lifetime”, and “This Woman’s Work”. To celebrate the 20th anniversary, we’re reissuing a 1LP Root Beer Brown Vinyl, which includes a 12-page booklet with rare, never seen photos and new essay by Nelson George will be released.R&B £26

Michael Kamen Iron Giant Craft Recordings LP Heartwarming 1999 animated film with a hugely devoted cult fan base. This first ever picture disc celebrates the primary characters of The Robot and his best friend, Hogarth. Music composed by Michael Kamen, (Lethal Weapon, Die Hard), who was as well-known for his work with Clapton, Metallica and Pink Floyd as his theatrical scores.Soundtrack £29

Miles Davis Live - Evil Sony CMG 2xLP  Miles Davis - Live-Evil (2x 12” Opaque Teal Colored Vinyl) Miles Davis’ Live-Evil turns 50 in November and this jazz-funk landmark double LP is a 100-minute workout of hard grooves and rhythmic explorations. Captured live during his legendary 1970 stand at Washington DC’s Cellar Door and then edited by producer Teo Macero, the recording features Miles joined by a murderer’s row of musicians: Gary Bartz, John McLaughlin, Keith Jarrett, Michael Henderson, Jack DeJohnette and Airto Moreira. The album’s striking cover by legendary illustrator Mati Klarwein is complemented by two slabs of exclusive limited edition opaque teal colored vinyl.Jazz £29

Mobb Deep Free Agents HHC 2xLP Out Of Print On Vinyl For A Decade And A Half Mobb Deep’s “Free Agents” Hits For RSD Black Friday In A Never Seen, Never To Be Repeated Colored Vinyl Pressing. 5000 pressed worldwide. First released in 2003 on CD and LP. Out of print on vinyl since the mid-2000s. Mobb Deep redefined East Coast hip hop in the early 90s with their release “Juvenile Hell” and the break-out follow up “The Infamous.” As the group moved into the 2000s and parted ways with their long-time label, Loud, they released “Free Agents” as a celebration of their moving on to … well, free agent status. With Havoc handling production on all but 3 cuts and only two guest appearances (one being from long-time Queensbridge associate Big Noyd) “Free Agents” is uncut, undiluted Mobb Deep all the way through. The reaction from fans was solid catapulting the record to peak at number 21 on the Top 200 with a top 5 position on the R&B/Hip Hop charts. Out of print for well over a decade, this chapter in Mobb Deep’s legacy is back in effect for RSD BlacHip-hop £35

Motörhead The Lost Tapes Vol.1 (Live In Madrid 1995)BMG 2xLP Previously unreleased live album from a set of tapes recently discovered in Lemmy's archive. This show was recorded in Madrid, Spain in 1995 on the Sacrifice tour and sees the band at their ferocious best.Metal £34

Mr.Big Lean Into It evoxs LP 30th Anniversary of the American Rock Superband’s most popular album Lean Into It. First time available in Limited 
Numbered Edition Coloured 180 gram Vinyl. Released in 1991, Lean Into It, is the million-selling second studio album by 
Mr. Big (Paul Gilbert, Eric Martin, Billy Sheehan and Pat Torpey). This is the band's breakthrough release - Lean Into It 

Rock £39

Munsters, The At Home With The MunstersBMG LP Limited edition reissue of this unique soundtrack album that's been out of print since 1964. Colour LP Soundtrack £22

Nancy Wilson You And Me Carry On Music 2xLP With her band Heart, Nancy Wilson recorded 16 albums and sold over 35 million albums worldwide. Within that history-making career, You and Me represents something special, as it is Nancy Wilson’s very first solo studio album. The vinyl release, exclusive for Record Store Day Black Friday, is a double album on Transparent Blue vinyl and includes 3 previously unreleased bonus tracks.Rock £35

Nick Lowe Wireless World (Transparent Green with Black Sweirl Vinyl)Yep Roc Records LP In true Stiff Records fashion, Jake Riviera (Stiff's founder) and Nick Lowe were looking for any opportunity to mess with music journalists ahead of the release of Nick's debut solo record. Jake and Nick had already learned that the album title, Jesus of Cool, would not be appropriate for the US release on Columbia; stateside it would be known as Pure Pop for Now People. Jake and Nick loved that the album would have two titles because it would lead to confusion. But then they thought "why stop at two titles?" Jake and Nick made it their goal to feed as many conflicting stories as possible to journalists, including giving fake album titles for Nick's debut to interviewers. This resulted in one paper "exclusively revealing" to readers that Nick's solo debut would be titled Wireless World. While Jesus of Cool and Pure Pop for Now People gave Nick his rightful place on the power pop plateau, the whispers of Wireless World faded away as mysteriously as they appeared. Now, for the first time ever, Wireless World isRock £27

Olamide Carpe Diem YBNL Nation / EMPIRELP Initially released digitally at the end of 2020, Olamide celebrates the one year anniversary of the hit album, Carpe Diem, with it's first physical release. Although his eleventh studio album, Carpe Diem marks the first body of work under American label and distribution company, EMPIRE. With bubbly and melodical production from Young John, Pheelz, ID Cabasa, P.Prime, and VStix, the album features Fireboy DML, Bad Boy Timz, Omah Lay, Phyno, Peruzzi and Bella Shmurda. In tune with the title, this marks the start of Olamide's global takeover. World £17

Oneohtrix Point Never Renditions I Warp 10" Alternate versions of "Nothing's Special" feat. ROSALÍA and "Tales From The Trash Stratum" feat. Elizabeth Fraser Electronic £13

Os Brazoes Os Brazoes Mr Bongo Records LP REISSUED IN A LIMITED EDITION ORANGE/BLACK SPLATTER VINYL. Rare and highly sought after in its original format, Os Brazoes self-titled album was originally released on RGE Discos in 1969. It is a psychedelic masterpiece that fuses samba, r’n’b and rock ’n’ roll influences using fuzz guitars, synths, percussion, lush vocals and effects.Os Brazoes formed in Rio de Janeiro in the late 1960’s. They backed Gal Costa during her Tropicalia period, yet apparently never recorded in the studio with her. Miguel de Deus, the bands front man, recorded the highly sought after ‘Black Soul Brothers’ LP in 1977, which became an important record in the ‘Black Rio’ movement. Mr Bongo released the title track from that LP, on the ‘Brazilian Beats: Brooklyn’ compilation in 2006 and recently as part of their Brazil 45’s re-issue series.Psych £25

Ozzy Osbourne No More Tears Sony CMG LP  Ozzy Osbourne, No More Tears (12" Picture Vinyl)Considered one of his most successful and most popular albums, No More Tears is Ozzy Osbourne’s sixth solo studio album, originally a top 10 album upon its release in September 1991.  Featuring some of Zakk Wylde’s best-ever guitar work, along with four songs co-written by Motörhead’s Lemmy Kilmister, No More Tears contains some of the biggest songs of Ozzy’s career, including the top 5 rock radio hits “No More Tears” and “Mama, I’m Coming Home” (the latter also his highest charting top 40 radio track), along with the Grammy®-winning song “I Don’t Want to Change the World.”   The album went on to become quadruple-platinum in the US, becoming one of Ozzy’s two best-selling albums alongside his groundbreaking solo debut Blizzard of Ozz. Rock £29

Rich Brian Amen 88rising Music / EMPIRE2xLP Following the meteoric success of the viral mega hit, "Dat Stick," Rich Brian comes with his debut studio album, Amen. Primarily produced by Rich Brian himself, with help from a few friends, the album proves the rapper from Indonesia is more than just an internet sensation. At 14 tracks, the album includes hit singles "Glow Like Dat," "Attention," & "Introvert." Features include fellow labelmate Joji, Offset, NIKI, & AUGUST 08Hip-hop £20

Rob Dickinson Fresh Wine for the Horses (2-LP Expanded & Limited Red & Yellow "Seahorse" Vinyl Edition)Real Gone Music 2xLP The 2005 debut solo album from British singer-songwriter and ex-Catherine Wheel frontman Rob Dickinson! This first-ever vinyl release adds a bunch of extras that did not appear on the original CD release of Fresh Wine for the Horses; first, it includes the track "The End of the World" that was recently covered by Billie Eilish; and, second, it adds a whole 'nother disc with the "Nude" EP that appeared on the 2008 deluxe CD reissue of the album and featured acoustic versions of Catherine Wheel songs! Packaged in a gatefold jacket and pressed in red and yellow "Seahorse" vinyl, limited to 2000 copiesRock £42

Roy Buchanan The Prophet--The Unreleased First Polydor Album (Limited 2-LP Orange & Black "Fire" Vinyl Edition)Real Gone Music 2xLP In 1969 -- some three years before his self-titled debut solidified his stature as a pre-eminent Fender bender -- Roy Buchanan signed with Polydor Records and began work on his first full-length platter. But it took 35 years before this material saw the light of day with the release of The Prophet: The Unreleased First Polydor Album on CD. Augmenting the 11-track running order that would have made up that disc, the single-CD package contained 30-plus minutes of previously unreleased outtakes, including tunes documented at an aborted March of 1971 session. This stuff is every bit as good as the official Polydor releases; the medley of "After Hours"/"The Messiah Will Come Again," for instance, might even be better than the respective later versions of those songs that showed up on Roy's albums. Never before on vinyl, the Prophet comes in a 2-LP set pressed in orange and black "fire" vinyl (because you won't often encounter more fiery guitar work than what's here), housed in a gatefold jacket and limited to 2500Rock £44

RZA as Bobby Digital Digital Bullet Get On Down 2xLP "RZA’s “Digital Bullet” Available On LP For The First Time Since The Mid-2000s In a colored vinyl pressing exclusive To RSD Black Friday. 5000 pressed worldwide. First released in 2001 on CD and LP. Vinyl out of print since mid-2000s. In the late 90s, Wu-Tang Clan superstar RZA developed a new persona. Based on his birth name and the fact that he was branching out into more digital production, Bobby Diggs became Bobby Digital. As RZA himself put it, “My birth name is Bobby Diggs. So at the time, creatively, I felt like I was in a digital frame…As Bobby Digital, I could use a character to describe some of the earlier days of my own life. Partying, bullshitting, going crazy, chasing women, taking drugs. It was a mixture of fiction and reality together to make a character I thought would be entertaining. RZA released “Bobby Digital In Stereo” in 1998 and it was certified Gold in a matter of months. Its follow-up “Digital Bullet” dropped in August of 2001 continuing the conceptual story arch from “…In Stereo” butHip-hop £35



Saigon Kick The Lizard (Limited Reptilian Green Marble Vinyl Edition)Real Gone Music LP The 1992 sophomore release from this hard-rockin' Miami band ran the gamut from from Beatle-esque pop to Led Zep heaviosity and went gold in the process! The Lizard even scored a minor MTV hit with the acoustic song "Love Is on the Way;" that's how stylistically diverse this record is. Never released on vinyl in the US, The Lizard comes in reptilian green marbled vinyl limited to 2500 copies, with jacket and printed inner sleeve sporting lyricsRock £34

Shakin' Stevens Merry Christmas Everyone BMG Single 12" Black - Advent SVThis re-make of the original 1985 'Merry Christmas Everyone' vinyl advent calander containing die-cut advent openings. Pop £20

Shangri-Las, The Best Of (Limited 2-LP Clear with Black Swirl "Tailpipe Exhaust" Vinyl Edition)Real Gone Music 2xLP Can you believe there hasn't been a legitimate Shangri-Las collection issued on vinyl since, well, forever?! At least not since the advent of the CD era. But we're making up for lost time with this one--when it comes to Shangri-Las compilations, this one's (sorry) the leader of the pack! 25 tracks newly remastered by Eliot Kissilef from tape sources featuring the best possible versions of each song, presented in a 2-LP set pressed in (vroom! vroom!) clear with black swirl "Tailpipe Exhaust" vinyl, and housed in a gatefold jacket with a black leatherette finish. Liner notes by Shangri-Las maven John Grecco and photos complete the package. "Remember (Walkin' in the Sand)," "Leader of the Pack," "Give Him a Great Big Kiss," "I Can Never Go Home Anymore"...all your faves, sounding better than ever before!Pop £45

Shocking Blue At Home - The Singles Music On Vinyl 10"  • Exclusive compilation with 4 singles (A + B sides) from the legendary At Home album • Featuring “Venus”, “Mighty Joe”, “Send Me A Postcard” a.o.Pop £21

Smith/Kotzen Better Days BMG 12" EP Brand new 4 track EP from the critically acclaimed partnership between guitarists & vocalists Adrian Smith (Iron Maiden) & Richie Kotzen. colour EPRock £15

Sons of Kemet African Cosmology Impulse! Records 12" LP This Record Store Day Black Friday exclusive features two never-before-heard b-sides hailed from the same sessions as the globally acclaimed new Sons of Kemet record “Black To The Future”. “Rites of Passage” is an 11 minute exploratory, contemplative composition led by Shabaka Hutchings’ colorful melodies. “Myth Science” showcases Kemet at their most realized, a rich arrangement coupled with driving, inter-woven percussions and lyrical horn playing.Jazz TBC

Staple Singers, The The Twenty-Fifth Day Of DecemberCraft Recordings LP  Originally released in 1962, The Twenty-Fifth Day Of December is The Staples Singers' holiday classic, featuring traditional songs such as "Joy To The World, "Silent Night," "Go Tell It On The Mountain" and more. This reissue features the original album artwork and is cut from the analog master, pressed on 180-gram vinyl at Memphis Record Pressing and housed in a tip-on jacket.Jazz £26

Stray Cats Live At Rockpalast Music On Vinyl 3xLP A collection of two Stray Cats live shows for Rockpalast.Recorded in 1981 and 1983.This double LP collection was previously only available in Japan as a limited edition. coloured vinyl, numberedRock £28

Tank & the Bangas The BIG outside Verve Records 12" Single The world still can’t define the true sound of New Orleans based Tank And The Bangas. They have spent all of 2021 working on their new album which will come out in 2022. Two of the most exciting songs are: "Big" and "Outside", also known as The Big Outside, an exclusive for Record Store Day. "Big" feat Big Freedia is produced by Peter Cottentale (Chance the Rapper collaborator and one of Chicago’s finest producers). "Outside" which was co-produced by the band, is only available for this Record Store Day release.R&B TBC

Thelonious Monk Monk's Music (Stereo mix, remastered)Reel Music LP Released in 1957 and recorded in one night, “Monk’s Music” is the future-defining jazz record by pianist Thelonious Monk. A powerhouse of critically acclaimed and influential jazz musicians performing Monk’s signature works.jazz £22

Thundercat The Golden Age of Apocalypse (Ten Year Anniversary Edition)Ninja Tune LP Translucent red LP housed in a beautiful gold mirror-board sleeve with large Thundercat logo hologram sticker and gold holofoil detail - two bonus tracks (not available digitally) - ‘$200 TB’ and ‘Daylight (Reprise)’Hip-hop £34

Tink A Gift and a Curse Winter's Diary / WD Records / EMPIRELP Initially released digitally on Christmas Day 2020 as a surprise gift to her fans, Tink's "A Gift and a Curse" was met with wide praise from fans and virtually every outlet. Celebrating the one year anniversary, Tink continues the holiday tradition with a limited edition exclusive pressing for her ride-or-dies. In keeping true to it's title, A Gift and a Curse delivers themes of heartbreak, love, and all that goes in between.R&B £17

Todd Rundgren Healing 40th Anniversary Rhino / Bearville 2xLP pus 7" 1-LP Clear Vinyl with 7" Translucent Blue, including Time Heals b/w Tiny Demons. Healing is Todd Rundgren's ninth studio album, released in 1981. The album's themes are spirituality and the human condition, something Rundgren had touched on many times in earlier works but never with the consistency exhibited here as every track explores a different aspect. Rock £39

Tricky Blowback Anti Records LP 20th anniversary release of Tricky’s fifth studio album “Blowback” on exclusive silver vinyl. This is the first repressing after its initial album release in June 2001.Hip-hop TBC

Various Tickets For Doomsday: Heavy Psychedelic Funk, Soul, Ballads & Dirges 1970-1975Now-Again RecordsLP Debuts on Black Friday. Never issued in this form. The compilation features a collection of small run releases and private press releases. All long out of print and impossible to find. 3000 pressed worldwide. Now-Again’s follow up to one of its most well-loved compilations, Forge Your Own Chains, and this, as the title hints, a recollection and rumination of what might befall the human race made especially salient by the past year’s trials and tribulations as performed by prison funk ensembles, Krautrock legends, Turkish teenagers, Icelandic prog-rock bands and even E-40’s uncle, the man to first distribute No Limit, and the creator of this album’s title track, St. Charles “Chucky” Thurman. Tracks: A Side. 1. Golden Wing - Hari Yang Mulya 2. Beybonlar - Nenni? 3. Icecross - Sad Sad Man 4. Paternoster – Realization 5. Christopher - In Your Time. B Side. 1. Chucky Thurmon - Tickets For Doomsday 2. Upheaval - Paradise Lost 3. DR Hooker - The Bible 4. Jean and Donella - Get Ready (For That Day)Psych £30

Various You Got The Power: 
Cameo Parkway Northern 
Soul 1964-1967

UMC 2LP An exceptional 20-track collection compiling some of the most sought-after soul and R&B records from Philadelphia’s 
Cameo, Parkway and Fairmount labels, which were popular during the late 1960s/early 1970s Northern Soul club scene. 
Includes rare tracks that sell in the thousands at record fairs and on eBay when found in their original 45 RPM vinyl single 

Soul £29

Various You Can't Sit Down: 
Cameo Parkway Dance 
Crazes

UMC 2LP A crazy 22-track collection containing some of the biggest dance craze hits from the Philadelphia label that got the world 
dancing in the early 1960sIncludes tracks by Cameo Parkway’s biggest stars: Chubby Checker, Bobby Rydell, Dee Dee 
Sharp, The Orlons and The Dovells as well as R&B greats Don Covay and The Turbans. Twelve Top 40 hits including 

R&B £29

Various Artists Americana Railroad BMG 2LP This collection consists of 19 classic and original train songs performed by a variety of artists from the worlds of Americana and Rock. None of these tracks have been previously released and most feature innovative takes on songs you are likely familiar with. Together they tell a story of the intersection of the history of railroads and popular music in America.Americana £25


